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Abstract: Factors within the tissue of breast cancer (BC) may shift the polarization of CD4+ T cells towards Th2 direc-
tion. This tendency can promote tumor development and be enhanced by the use of tamoxifen during the treatment. 
Thus, the patients with low levels of tumor-induced Th2 polarization prior to tamoxifen treatment may better endure 
the immune-polarizing side effects (IPSE) of tamoxifen and have better prognoses. Estimation of Th2 polarization 
status should help predict the IPSE among tamoxifen-treated patients and guide the use of tamoxifen among all 
BC patients before the tamoxifen therapy. Here, we report profiling of differentially expressed (DE) intratumoral 
cytokines as a signature to evaluate the IPSE of tamoxifen. The DE genes of intratumoral CD4+ T cells (CD4 DEGs) 
were identified by gene expression profiles of purified CD4+ T cells from BC patients and validated by profiling of 
cultured intratumoral CD4+ T cells. Functional enrichment analyses showed a directed Th2 polarization of intratu-
moral CD4+ T cells. To find the factors inducing the Th2 polarization of CD4+ T cells, we identified 995 common DE 
genes of bulk BC tissues (BC DEGs) by integrating five independent datasets. Five DE cytokines observed in bulk BC 
tissues with dysregulated receptors in the intratumoral CD4+ T cells were selected as the predictor of the IPSE of 
tamoxifen. The patients predicted to suffer low IPSE (low Th2 polarization) had a significantly lower distant relapse 
risk than the patients predicted to suffer high IPSE in independent datasets (n = 608; HR = 4.326, P = 0.000897; 
HR = 2.014, P = 0.0173; HR = 2.72, P = 0.04077). Patients predicted to suffer low IPSE would benefit from tamoxi-
fen treatment (HR = 2.908, P = 0.03905). The DE intratumoral cytokines identified in this study may help predict 
the IPSE of tamoxifen and justify the use of tamoxifen in BC treatment.

Keywords: Breast cancer, tamoxifen, immune-polarizing side effects, the CD4+ T cell, gene expression profiles, 
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Introduction 

It is increasingly recognized that human can-
cers in vivo are not homogeneous collections of 
neoplastic cells but rather consist of complex 
multicellular systems [1]. The interplay between 
tumor cells and stroma has been demonstrat-
ed to be a vital factor in cancer biologies [2] 
and responses to different therapeutics [1]. 
Infiltrating immune cells, which exert diverse 
biological functions [3], are frequently observed 
in all types of breast cancer (BC) [4, 5]. For 
example, CD4+ T cells are an integral part or 
‘regulator’ in the activation and regulation pro-
cesses of the host responses to many patho-

gens and cancers. Of particular interest, sub-
type polarization of CD4+ T cells (Th1 vs. Th2 
polarization) has been reported to play a deci-
sive role in tumor immunity [6, 7]. Without the 
Th1 helper function of CD4+ T cells, it would be 
impossible for CD8+ or cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) 
to be competent to kill tumor cells [8]. Numerous 
lines of evidence have accumulated, showing 
that the Th2 polarization of CD4+ T cells pro-
motes tumor development and metastasis 
[9-12]. Additionally, a considerable body of lit-
erature illustrates that the CD4+ T cells within 
the human BC microenvironment may be shift-
ed towards a Th2 phenotype to foster cancer 
development [10-12]. For instance, in compari-
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Table 1. Basic information of datasets to develop the IPSE predictor
Accession number No. of profiles (Normal) No. of profiles (BC) Platform

Profiles of purified CD4+ T cells
GSE36765 10 (tumor infiltrating); 10 (blood from BC patients) Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0

GSE36767 1 (24 h); 1 (0 h) 2 (24 h); 2 (0 h)

Profiles of bulk BC/normal tissues

GSE10780 143 42

GSE42568 17 104

GSE10810 27 31

GSE29431 12 54

GSE5764 20 10
IPSE, immune-polarizing side effects.
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son with non-cancerous adjacent normal tis-
sues, the immunity within tumors was shifted 
towards Th2 and characterized by increased 
presence of B cells and CD4+ T cells [10]. CD4+ 
T cells isolated from human BC produce high 
levels of type II helper (Th2) cytokines including 
IL-4 and IL-13 [11, 13]. 

Despite its anti-tumor effects, tamoxifen, an 
adjuvant endocrine therapy for early-stage and 
estrogen-sensitive BC patients, has been 
reported to reduce the anti-tumor responses of 
CD4+ T cells in BC patients [14]. Specifically, it 
facilitates the shift of CD4+ T cells from Th1 to 
Th2 immunity, devastating the anti-tumor effect 
of the immune system [15, 16]. The immune 
shift represents a significant step in fostering a 
pro-tumor environment and may limit the anti-
tumor effects of tamoxifen [17]. Interestingly, 
the immunomodulatory effects of tamoxifen 
appear to be independent of the estrogen-
receptor (ER) [18, 19], which is the pharmaco-
logical target of tamoxifen. 

Our postulation is that low levels of tumor-
induced Th2 polarization within the tumor 
microenvironment may help circumvent the 
CD4+ T cell-polarizing effects of tamoxifen to 

immune shift of the intratumoral CD4+ T cells 
and improvement of tamoxifen therapy.

Materials and methods

Data collection and preprocessing

All the raw gene expression data were down-
loaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus 
data repository (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/). Table 1 shows basic information of 
the gene expression profiles of purified CD4+ T 
cells, the BC tissues and the normal tissues, 
which were used to select the predictors. In 
GSE36767, CD4+ T cells from the tumors of 
two BC patients and the blood of one healthy 
donor were profiled immediately following isola-
tion or were incubated for 24 h without stimula-
tion in X-VIVO 20 (Lonza) before being profiled. 
Details of purification, culturing, and profiling of 
the CD4+ T cells can be found in [20].

The validation cohort comprises gene expres-
sion profiles of bulk BC tissues from 694 
patients with the information of distant relapse-
free survival (DRFS) (Table 2). Datasets were 
further divided into sub-datasets based on the 
profiling laboratory, therapeutic strategy and 
the profiling platform. 

Table 2. Clinical characteristics of patients in the validation cohort 
GSE6532 GSE17705 GSE12093 GSE6532

Sub-datasets Plus2 U133A MDA - U133A 
untreated

Adjuvant therapy Tamoxifen Tamoxifen Tamoxifen Tamoxifen None
No. of patients 87 190 195 136 86
Age
    < 65 53 (61) 85 (45) - - 79 (92)
    ≥ 65 34 (39) 96 (50) - - 7 (8)
    Unknown 0 9 (5) 195 (100) 136 (100) 0
Grade
    I 17 (19) 33 (18) 43 (22) 8 (6) 29 (34)
    II 37 (44) 94 (49) 108 (56) 43 (32) 31 (36)
    III 16 (18) 31 (16) 42 (21) 30 (22) 12 (14)
    Unknown 17 (19) 32 (17) 2 (1) 55 (40) 14 (16)
Size
    > 2 44 (51) 114 (60) 111 (57) 72 (53) 31 (36)
    ≤ 2 43 (49) 67 (35) 84 (43) 63 (46) 55 (64)
    Unknown 0 9 (5) 0 1 (1) 0
Nodal status
    Positive 58 (67) 48 (25) 80 (41) 0 86 (100)
    Negative 29 (33) 87 (46) 110 (56) 136 (100) 0
    Unknown 0 18 (9) 5 (3) 0 0

certain extent and thus 
correspond to low levels of 
the immune-polarizing si- 
de effects (IPSE) of tamoxi-
fen. As a result, tamoxifen-
treated patients with lower 
IPSE (Th2 polarization) 
could have better progno-
ses. In this study, by inte-
grating gene expression 
profiles of purified CD4+ T 
cells and bulk BC tissues, 
we identified five differen-
tially expressed (DE) cyto-
kines and used them to 
assess the Th2 polariza-
tion status of intratumoral 
CD4+ T cells and the sta-
tus of IPSE of BC patients. 
The ability of those five 
cytokines to predict the 
IPSE of tamoxifen is vali-
dated by survival analyses 
on the validation cohort. 
Our study might lead to 
novel insights into the 
mechanisms of the 
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All datasets were normalized by the standard 
quantile normalization method (RMA) [21]. 
Probe sets that did not match any known Entrez 
Gene ID or matched multiple Entrez Gene IDs 
were abandoned. For each sample, the expres-
sion values of the probe sets matching the 
same gene ID were averaged as the expression 
value of that gene. The DE genes of GSE36767 
were calculated by fold change. So except 
GSE36767, all expression profiles were log2 
transformed. After processing, there were 
12752 and 20283 genes for the Affymetrix 
Human Genome U133A and U133 Plus 2.0 
platforms, respectively. All genes in the 
Affymetrix Human Genome U133A platform 
were profiled in the Affymetrix Human Genome 
U133 Plus 2.0 platform.

Information on cytokines and their correspond-
ing receptors was documented in the Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 
website.

Identification of DE genes

The CD4 DEGs were the list of DE genes 
between the intratumoral CD4+ T cells and the 
CD4+ T cells from the blood of BC patients. The 
CD4 DEGs and five (GSE10780, GSE42568, 
GSE10810, GSE29431, GSE5764) sets of DE 
genes (BC vs. normal tissues) were identified by 
Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) 
method (samr_2.0 R package, impute 1.32.0), 
with the false discovery rate (FDR) being con-
trolled at a given level by permutations [22, 
23]. 

Figure 1. The workflow of the predictor finding and validation. 
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Fold change values (FC) of all the profiled genes 
between the immediately isolated CD4+ T cells 
(0 h) and the CD4+ T cells cultured for 24 h 
without the stimuli of the microenvironment (24 
h) were calculated. Genes with FC > threshold 
(1.5, 2, 2.5, 3) were defined as DE genes. The 
cultured CD4 DEGs were the list of DE genes, 
which were caused by culturing without the 
tumor microenvironment. The cultured CD4 
DEGs included those genes dysregulated with 
the same dysregulation direction in both repli-
cates of the cultured intratumoral CD4+ T cells 
but did not dysregulate in the CD4+ T cells from 
the healthy donor (FC ≤ 1.5). 

Enrichment analysis 

The functional enrichment analysis of DE genes 
was performed using the Database for An- 
notation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery 
(DAVID) v6.7 [24, 25]. The biological processes 
(BPs) within Gene Ontology (GO) were checked 
for overrepresented function entities (P < 0.01).

Validation of the reproducibility between DE 
gene sets

n1 represents the number of DE genes with the 
same dysregulation direction between two DE 
gene sets. n2 represents the number of all over-
lapped DE genes between those two DE gene 
sets. We used the percentage (n1/n2 × 100%) to 
test the reproducibility between two DE gene 
sets [26, 27]. The significance was defined by 
binomial distribution with prior probability of 
50% for each overlapped gene to be of the 
same direction by chance [28].

Gene selection as the predictor of IPSE of 
tamoxifen

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the predic-
tor selection and validation. First, the reproduc-
ibility between the CD4 DEGs and the cultured 
CD4 DEGs was tested at different significance 
levels. Based on the high reproducibility 
between those DE gene sets, we used the CD4 
DEGs (FDR < 0.001) as the molecular clue 
about the malfunctions of intratumoral CD4+ T 
cells. The BC microenvironment could subvert 
the CD4+ T cells towards a Th2 polarization 
[10-12]. Therefore, we aimed to find the com-
mon and overall gene expression changes with-
in the bulk BC tissues (BC DEGs). We performed 
pairwise comparisons of reproducibility among 
the five DE gene sets (BC tissues vs. normal tis-
sues). Since the DE gene sets of the five datas-

ets were quite consistent, we defined the BC 
DEGs as the genes dysregulated (FDR < 0.001) 
in at least four datasets with the same dysregu-
lation direction and, at the same time, these 
selected genes did not have the opposite dys-
regulation direction in the remaining datasets. 
Cytokines within the tumor microenvironment 
play a decisive role in the differentiation of 
polarized CD4+ T cells [7]. We used five DE 
cytokines observed in the BC DEGs, the recep-
tors of which were found in the CD4 DEGs (FDR 
< 0.001), as the predictor of the Th2 polariza-
tion status of the CD4+ T cells and the IPSE of 
tamoxifen. The predictive ability was validated 
by assessing the correlation of the predicted 
IPSE with the DRFS of BC patients.

Survival analysis

Patients in the validation cohort were stratified 
into the low or high IPSE (Th2 polarization) 
groups by 2-means clustering method. Log-
rank tests were used to assess the differences 
between the Kaplan-Meier estimates of the 
DRFS in the predicted groups. Multivariate sur-
vival analysis with calculation of hazard ratios 
(HR) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI) was 
performed using the Cox proportional hazards 
model. The examined factors included in the 
multivariate analysis were age (≥ 65 vs. < 65), 
grade (3 vs. 1 or 2), size (> 2 cm vs. ≤ 2 cm), 
nodal status (positive vs. negative) and the pre-
dicted IPSE status (low vs. high). The statistical 
significance was defined as P value < 0.05 and 
the marginal significance was defined as P 
value < 0.1.

All statistical computations were performed in 
R version 2.15.3. 

Results

Increased Th2 polarization of the CD4+ T cells 
in the BC environment

To investigate the gene expression pattern of 
the CD4+ T cells in BC patients, we assessed 
the genes dysregulated between the intratu-
moral CD4+ T cells and the CD4+ T cells from 
BC blood (CD4 DEGs). We found vast gene 
expression changes (8821 at FDR < 0.1, 6969 
at FDR < 0.05, 4187 at FDR < 0.01 and 2129 
at FDR < 0.001). Culturing in absence of the 
tumor microenvironment also led to fluctuation 
at the gene expression level. In dataset, 
GSE36767, the CD4+ T cells from the tumors of 
two BC patients and the blood of one healthy 
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donor were immediately profiled following isola-
tion or were incubated without tumor stimuli for 
24 h before being profiled. We identified DE 
genes of the intratumoral CD4+ T cells induced 
by 24hour culturing (the cultured CD4 DEGs) by 
fold change and compared them with the CD4 
DEGs to validate the CD4 DEGs. We observed a 
high reproducibility (72.58%) even at the lowest 
significant level (P = 4.4 × 10-16, Table 3). With 
the significance threshold increasing, the repro-
ducibility between those two DE gene sets 
improved to 95.45%. The high reproducibility 
indicated that the CD4 DEGs could represent 
the gene expression changes of the CD4+ T 
cells, which were induced by the BC micro- 
environment.

To evaluate the functional status of the intratu-
moral CD4+ T cells, we conducted functional 
enrichment analyses on the CD4 DEGs (FDR < 
0.001, Online Table 1). Consistent with the lit-
erature [10-13], our results showed that func-
tions of the CD4+ T cells related to B cell activa-

Taken together, the CD4 DEGs (Online Table 2) 
may provide molecular clues about the Th2 
polarization of CD4+ T cells within the BC 
microenvironment.

Identification of BC DEGs

An enhanced Th2 polarization of the intratu-
moral CD4+ T cells is a general strategy for 
tumor cells to subvert the anti-tumor immunity. 
Thus, in order to find the cause of Th2 polariza-
tion of the intratumoral CD4+ T cells, we need-
ed to identify the common gene expression 
changes occurring within the bulk BC tissues 
(BC DEGs). Cancer cells embed in and are sur-
rounded by complex microenvironment milieu 
that contains various nonmalignant cells, such 
as inflammatory cells. As a result, traditional 
sampling methods can hardly avoid heteroge-
neity of cells or tissues taken [31]. However, 
this kind of heterogeneity of gene expression 
profiles conversely makes it feasible to investi-
gate the overall gene expression changes with-

Table 3. Reproducibility between CD4 DEGs and cultured CD4 DEGs
CD4 DEGs

FDR < 0.1 FDR < 0.05 FDR < 0.01 FDR < 0.001

Cultured CD4 DEGs

FC > 1.5 72.58% (225/310) 74.91% (206/275) 76.42% (162/212) 80.15% (109/136)
FC > 2 74.02% (94/127) 74.79% (89/119) 79.80% (79/99) 83.82% (57/68)

FC > 2.5 81.33% (61/75) 83.10% (59/71) 89.66% (52/58) 89.74% (35/39)
FC > 3 81.63% (40/49) 82.61% (38/46) 92.11% (35/38) 95.45% (21/22)

FC, fold change. 

Figure 2. Boxplot of reproducibility of five DE gene sets (BC vs. normal tis-
sues) at different significant levels.

tion and inflammation might 
be enhanced with more up-
regulated genes, such as the 
regulation of B cell activation 
(P = 0.0061; up vs. down regu-
lated genes: 8 vs. 6), and 
inflammatory responses (P = 
0.00015; 48 vs. 14). On the 
other hand, the activation-
related functions to other cells 
showed suppressed func-
tions, such as T cell activation 
(P = 0.00198; 7 vs. 21). These 
results indicated that the Th2 
polarization of intratumoral 
CD4+ T cells and an inflamma-
tory environment [3, 29] might 
be induced within the tumor 
microenvironment. An immune 
tolerance to neoplasm might 
be fostered via the CD4+ T 
cells [30].

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0003871suppldata.xls
http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0003871suppldata.xls
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in the tumor milieu [32], hence facilitating our 
study.

The DE genes between BC and normal tissues 
were identified by SAM in five independent 
datasets encompassing 219 normal tissues 
and 241 tumor tissues in total. Pairwise com-
parisons of the reproducibility of those DE gene 
sets indicated that those DE gene sets were 
highly consistent. The mean reproducibility 
ranged from 89.38% at FDR < 0.1 to 98.90% at 
FDR < 0.001 (Figure 2). Even the lowest repro-
ducibility (71.74%) observed in the comparison 
of GSE42568 with GSE5764 at FDR < 0.1 was 

unlikely to happen by chance (P < 0.0023). High 
reproducibility of the DE gene sets suggested 
that integrating those DE gene sets could iden-
tify the common gene expression changes of 
the bulk BC tissues. 

To control the number of false positive DE 
genes and simultaneously retain an adequate 
number of DE genes for following analysis, we 
selected the genes dysregulated (FDR < 0.001) 
in at least four datasets with the same dysregu-
lation direction and, at the same time, these 
selected genes did not dysregulate in the oppo-
site direction in the remaining dataset. Nine 

Figure 3. IL4 and IL13 expression levels in the validation cohort. P values are calculated by student t test.
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hundred and ninety-five dysregulated genes 
met this criterion and were considered as the 
BC DEGs (Online Table 3).

The predicted IPSE status correlated with the 
DRFS of tamoxifen-treated patients

Certain cytokines may inhibit T cell function 
[30], preferentially attracting polarized Th2 
cells [33] or polarizing immunity in the Th2 
direction [34, 35]. Here, we selected DE cyto-
kines observed in the bulk BC tissues (BC 
DEGs) with at least one of the corresponding 
receptors dysregulated in the intratumoral 
CD4+ T cells (CD4 DEGs, FDR < 0.001) to mir-
ror the Th2 polarization status of CD4+ T cells. 
The selected cytokines are bone morphogenet-
ic protein 2 (BMP2, Entrez gene ID: 650), c-fos 
induced growth factor (FIGF, Entrez gene ID: 
2277), interleukin 6 (IL6, Entrez gene ID: 3569), 
chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 12 (CXCL12, 
Entrez gene ID: 6387) and tumor necrosis fac-

tor (ligand) superfamily, member 12 (TNFSF12, 
Entrez gene ID: 8742). Patients in the validation 
cohort were divided into the low or high Th2 
polarization groups based on the expression 
levels of those five cytokines. As previous stud-
ies have shown that tamoxifen may cause simi-
lar immune modulation of CD4+ T cells as 
observed in BC microenvironment [14-16], we 
anticipated that a lower Th2 polarization before 
tamoxifen treatment might help counteract the 
CD4+ T cell-polarizing effects of tamoxifen [17]. 
Based on this assumption, the low Th2 groups 
should correspond to the low IPSE groups. 
Since IL4 and IL13 are Th2-type cytokines [12], 
their expression levels should reflect the extent 
of Th2 immunity within the BC microenviron-
ment. We examined the transcriptional differ-
ences of IL4 and IL13 between the high and 
the low IPSE (Th2 polarization) groups. The 
expression levels of both IL4 and IL13 were sig-
nificantly higher in the high IPSE groups than in 
the low IPSE groups in GSE6532 (U133A) and 

Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for DRFS of tamoxifen-treated patients. Patients receiving tamoxifen mono-
therapy were stratified into the low or high IPSE group based on gene expression of the five cytokines in sub-da-
tasets GSE6532 (Plus2) (A), GSE6532 (U133A) (B), GSE17705 (MDA) (C) and GSE12093 (D). Heatmap indicates 
the expression levels of the five cytokines. P values were calculated by log-rank tests. IPSE, immune-polarizing side 
effects. 

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0003871suppldata.xls
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GSE12093 (Figure 3). For patients with high 
IPSE in GSE17705 (MDA), only the expression 
level of IL4 was significantly higher. Notably, the 
gene expression of both IL4 and IL13 in the 
high IPSE groups was tended to exceed those 
of the low IPSE groups in all sub-datasets.

Patients with low IPSE would have better prog-
noses after tumor removal. We looked into their 
possible correlation between the predicted 
IPSE status and the distant relapse risk of 
tamoxifen-treated patients. For GSE6532 
(Plus2), a marginal correlation was observed 
(Figure 4A). Low IPSE could predict better DRFS 
in sub-datasets GSE6532 (U133A), GSE17705 
(MDA) and GSE12093 (Figure 4B-D). Then, we 
applied multivariate analyses on GSE6532 
(U133A) and GSE17705 (MDA) where other 
clinical parameters were available and also sig-
nificantly correlated with patients’ survival. We 
found that only the predicted IPSE status (HR = 
2.249, 95% CI 1.0063-5.027, P = 0.0482) 
remained to be an independent prognostic fac-
tor for DRFS in GSE6532 (U133A) (Table 4). 
Similarly, in GSE17705 (MDA), nodal status (HR 
= 2.7689, 95% CI 1.552-4.9 41, P = 0.000567) 
and IPSE status (HR = 1.8640, 95% CI 1.015-
3.425, P = 0.0448) were both delineated as 
independent prognostic factors for DRFS (Table 
4). These results were consistent with the 
observation in GSE12093 (Figure 4D, Table 4), 
where patients were all lymph node negative. 
Those results showed that the predicted IPSE 
status could be used as a potential predictor 
for tamoxifen treatment.

The predicted IPSE status could predict the 
benefit of tamoxifen treatment in ER+ patients

On one hand, tamoxifen could inhibit tumor pro-
gression though targeting ER, on the other 
hand, the usage of tamoxifen could undermine 

the anti-tumor immunity within the tumor micro-
environment. So, the benefit of tamoxifen treat-
ment among patients with different predicted 
IPSE status should be assessed. We analyzed 
the differences in DRFS between patients 
treated with tamoxifen and those receiving no 
systematic therapy in GSE6532 (U133A) and 
GSE6532 (U133A untreated: ER+ patients, n = 
86). The tamoxifen-treated patients with low 
IPSE had significant improvement of DRFS 
compared with their untreated counterparts 
(HR = 2.908, 95% CI 1.006-8.406, P = 0.03- 
905, Figure 5). Conversely, for the patients with 
high IPSE, no significant DRFS improvement 
was observed (P = 0.827, Figure 5). This finding 
indicated that the CD4+ T cell polarizing effects 
of tamoxifen significantly limit the anti-tumor 
efficacy of this anti-estrogen agent. Therefore, 
the predicted IPSE status that we report here 
might be used as an indicator to guide the use 
of tamoxifen.

Discussion 

In this study, we identified a Th2 biased gene 
expression of the intratumoral CD4+ T cells, 
which has previously been shown to suppress 
the anti-tumor immunity of the host [10-12, 
33]. By integrating the DE genes of the intratu-
moral CD4+ T cells (CD4 DEGs) with the DE 
genes of the bulk BC tissues (BC DEGs), we 
identified five dysregulated cytokines as the 
predictor to reflect the Th2 polarization of the 
intratumoral CD4+ T cells, which in turn could 
be used to predict the immune-polarization 
side effects of tamoxifen treatment. Culturing 
the CD4+ T cells for 24 hours without the tumor 
microenvironment led to gene expression 
changes, which were highly consistent with the 
CD4 DEGs. This result suggested that some of 
the ectopic gene expression of the intratumoral 

Table 4. Univariate and multivariate analysis of correlation with DRFS in validation cohort

Datasets Parameters
Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

P HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI)

GSE6532 (U133A)

Age (≥ 65 vs. < 65) 0.5515 1.209 (0.6473-2.256) - -

Grade (3 vs. 1 or 2) 0.03264 2.178 (1.047-4.529) 0.1509 1.719 (0.8208-3.600)

Size (> 2 cm vs. ≤ 2 cm) 0.002265 3.148 (1.448-6.844) 0.0502 2.332 (0.994-5.443)

Nodal status (positive vs. negative) 0.006078 2.455 (1.265-4.766) 0.0552 2.074 (0.9839-4373)

Predicted IPSE (low vs. high) 0.000897 4.326 (1.688-11.08) 0.0482 2.249 (1.0063-5.027)

GSE17705 (MDA)
Nodal status (positive vs. negative) 0.0001722 2.881 (1.616-5.135) 0.000567 2.7689 (1.552-4.941)

Predicted IPSE (low vs. high) 0.0173 2.014 (1.118-3.626) 0.0448 1.864 (1.015-3.425)

GSE12093 Predicted IPSE (low vs. high) 0.04077 2.72 (1.007-7.347) - -
IPSE, immune-polarizing side effects.
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CD4+ T cells might be transient. Thus, revers-
ing the malfunction of the intratumoral CD4+ T 
cell through modulating the levels of cytokines 
might improve the prognoses of patients with 
high IPSE of tamoxifen. Our results also sug-
gest that only patients predicted with the low 
IPSE might benefit from the tamoxifen treat-
ment, indicating that the CD4+ T cell modulat-
ing effect of tamoxifen on the intratumoral 
CD4+ T cells might be a pivotal step in hinder-
ing the anti-tumor effect of tamoxifen treat-
ment [17]. The combined expression levels of 
five cytokines could be a potential molecular 
guidance to help determine whether a BC 
patient should receive a tamoxifen therapy.

The five cytokines are involved in different bio-
logical aspects of the CD4+ T cells. BMP2 can 
modulate T cell proliferation, and functional 
BMP receptors have been detected in periph-
eral murine CD4+ T lymphocytes [36]. The BMP 
receptors are expressed mainly in activated T 
cells and the BMP signaling is a physiological 
component of CD4+ T cell responses [36]. IL-6, 
another multifunctional factor to CD4+ T cells, 
can prevent T cells from entering apoptosis [37, 
38]. We also found enhanced apoptosis of 
CD4+ T cells within tumor microenvironment 
(Online Table 1), possibly due to the inhibited 
function of IL-6. Some groups have found that 
IL-6 affects B cell helper capabilities of CD4+ T 
cells through elevating IL-21 production [39, 

been paid to the stroma-induced drug resis-
tance or sensitization [1]. Traditional studies 
focusing on biomarkers for tamoxifen sensitivi-
ty [43, 44] were usually with ambiguous biologi-
cal interpretation, which may provide limited 
strategies to improve the drug efficacy. Our 
study aims at a new aspect of IPSE of tamoxi-
fen on the stromal components, the CD4+ T 
cells, which might lead to novel insights into the 
mechanisms of immune malfunction within the 
tumor microenvironment and strategies to 
improve the effect of tamoxifen treatment.

Current approaches to immunotherapy usually 
achieve limited effects partly due to the 
immune suppression taking place within the 
solid tumor [45]. Some immune therapies were 
the paradigm that inducing more antitumor 
immune cells alone. Based on the immune shift 
of CD4+ T cells observed within solid tumors, 
we propose that those strategies should be 
revised. Our study demonstrated that thera-
peutics targeting the CD4+ T cells should be 
used before or in combination with the tamoxi-
fen therapy to improve the benefit or reduce the 
IPSE of tamoxifen therapy. 
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